TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

Part#: 00-SA-PI-ET

Tweezers - Straight Strong Medium Point -★★- Anti-Mag. SS - Ergonomic

The 00-SA-PI-ET two star straight medium pointed tweezer is the most popular general purpose tweezer used without magnification. It is made of anti-magnetic stainless steel. The overall length is 5”. It features Ergo-Tweeze® soft cushioned ESD safe (10¹⁰ ohms/sq) grips.

- Precision Level
- Material
- Surface Resistivity
- Shape
- Group
- Weight (OZ)
- Tip Size (CTM)
- Tip Angle
- Tip Length
- Body Width
- Body Height One Leg
- OAL
- Country of Origin
- UPC
- Schedule B
- Harmonization Code
- ECCN
- UNSPSC Code

★★
Anti-Mag. SS (316L)
10¹⁰ ohms/sq
Straight
Tweezers
1.5
n/a x n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
0.75” (18.75mm)
0.5” (12.5mm)
5” (125mm)
Italy
662847001826
8203.20.20.00
8203.20.20
EAR99
27112105